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Brinton Pharma gets nod
for selling covid-19 tablet

THE RELIANCE GAME PLAN IS
NOT RISK-FREE AS TOUTED
E X P E RT
VIEW

Company to market favipiravir under the brand name Faviton, priced at ₹59 a pop
Neetu Chandra Sharma
NEW DELHI

B

INDIA
rinton Pharmaceuticals
has got the approval of
the Drugs Controller
Total cases
Deaths
General of India (DCGI)
for marketing favipiravir
803,286
436,015
under the brand name Faviton for
Recovered
Active cases
the management of mild to moderate covid-19 patients, the company
said on Thursday.
GLOBAL
The emerging favourable global
clinical evidence suggests that favipiravir is an effective treatment
Total cases
option in the management of mild
to moderate covid-19, said company officials. This medication is
Deaths
administered orally and thus is
more convenient than intrave8,708,362 5,932,349
nously administered medicines.
Recovered
Active cases
In India, favipiravir was first Health workers take a swab sample from a man during a medical screening
Source: Union health ministry, states
AFP
approved by the regulatory author- for covid-19 in Ahmedabad.
ities in June under emergency use
For the second day in a row, by sending central teams of experts Industrial Research (CSIR)—Instiauthorization to treat covid-19
recoveries in a single day continued to areas that are witnessing an tute of Genomics and Integrative
patients, the company said.
Faviton will be available in to witness a significant rise, with increase in caseload and also by Biology (IGIB), is developing
200mg tablets and will also be 28,557 patients being cured in the handholding of covid hospitals in SwasthVayu, a Made in India nonexported globally, Brinton Phar- last 24 hours, the highest in a day. states through a teleconsultation invasive ventilator.
maceuticals said. The medicine will The total number of recoveries has programme led by the All India
Public health experts have called
be available in strips of 10 tablets jumped to 803,286, even as the Institute of Medical Sciences for increasing health infrastructure
and boxes of 50 tablets, which is a recovery rate has increased appre- (AIIMS), New Delhi.
and making medicines available.
“The case fatality rate in India is
rational pack for the treatment. It ciably to stand at 63.18%.
“Our health infrastructure needs
has a shelf life of 90 days.
to be revamped signifi“We always wanted to
cantly as the number of
RAY OF HOPE
launch an evidence-based
cases is rising,” said Arup
THE company said it
EVIDENCE suggests FAVITON will be
cure to combat covid-19. FAVIPIRAVIR is
Mitra, a health economist
hopes to improve
available in strips of
orally and thus it is an effective
Our strategic intent will be given
and professor of economy
access through its
10 tablets and boxes
treatment option in
is more convenient
to improve access through than medicines given management of mild of 50 tablets. It has a
at Institute of Economic
strong distribution
our strong distribution net- through veins
Growth, Delhi University.
network
shelf life of 90 days
to moderate covid
work, which will help make
“It will be beneficial to
Faviton available across all
help patients access the
The high number of patients get- 2.41% and is steadily declining. This prescription for the medicine withcovid treatment centres. The maximum retail price is ₹59 per tablet,” ting cured and discharged has con- has also helped in the reduction of out much problem so that they can
said Rahulkumar Darda, chairman tributed to the increasing gap the actual case load of covid-19 start taking the doses immediately.
and managing director, Brinton between recoveries and total active cases,” said the health ministry.
The other important thing that
cases, which was pegged at 436,015
Pharmaceuticals.
Meanwhile, the National Aero- needs to be practised by the people
The number of people succumb- on Thursday.
space Laboratories (NAL), Benga- are social distancing norms. There
The Union government contin- luru, in scientific collaboration are serious violations in the day to
ing to covid-19 hit the 30,000 mark
on Thursday as the total number of ued to coordinate its efforts with with Manipal Hospitals, Bengaluru, day life, which is why the number of
those of states and Union territories and the Council of Scientific and cases is increasing rapidly,” he said.
covid-19 cases reached 1,269,532.
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Lay-offs not a solution: Ratan Tata
FROM PAGE 1

an interaction with the website, Your Story, on Thursday.
Covid-19 is an unprecedented crisis and it has come at
a time when the world was
already grappling with an economic slowdown and standoff
between countries like IndiaChina and China-US, Tata
said.
“With the virus, it has
become a situation where you
have nowhere to turn or go.
The whole planet is under
siege, it is everywhere, it does
not differentiate between ethnic groups, eating out, congregating, it consumes you. We
are in an arena we are not
familiar with,” said Tata.
However, this is also the
time to look for innovative and
creative solutions.
“Some of the most interesting or tremendous solutions

Ratan Tata, chairman of Tata
Trusts.
PRADEEP GAUR

have been found at moments
of distinct difficulties. We as
human beings start to look for
solutions; we tend to be more
innovative and creative to find
solutions at such times,” said
Tata.
He also touched upon the
migrant crisis which plagued
India’s labour force during
April and May, when the country was under a strict lockdown to curb the spread of the
pandemic.

The way migrant labourers
were left to fend for themselves with no work, food,
place to stay, speaks volumes
on the lack of business ethics,
he said.
“These are the people who
have served you all these years.
Is that your definition of ethics
if you treat your labour force
that way. Government and
ethical business have stepped
in to help them,” said Tata.
Considering his advanced
age, which puts him at a higher
risk of contracting the virus,
Tata has confined himself at
home.
Virtual meetings have been
able to help recreate some of
that experience of interacting
with people but “it’s still not
the same,” which is why interacting with people is “the one
thing that I would really look
forward to doing when things
open up,” Tata said.

50 vie for post of Trai chairman
FROM PAGE 1

ambassador and permanent
representative at the World
Trade Organization.
Deepak was India’s chief
negotiator at the world trade
body and for talks to join the
Regional Comprehensive
Economic Partnership, an
idea that India jettisoned last
year. His tenure as India’s
WTO envoy ended on 31 May.
“There are at least 12 Indian
Administrative Service (IAS)
officers in contention. There
are both current and former
secretaries to the government
of India, senior officials from
public sector undertakings as
well as experts from the private sector who have applied
for the post,” said one of two
people cited above.
The Appointments Committee of the Cabinet is the

P R A B A L B A S U R OY
Respond to this column at
feedback@livemint.com

INDIA DEATH TOLL
CROSSES 30,000

neetu.s@livemint.com

Trai chairman R.S. Sharma’s
tenure comes to an end at the
end of September.

final authority to select the
chairman of the Telecom
Regulatory Authority of India
(Trai).
The role of Trai chairman is
crucial, given the central role
of the telecom sector in the

economy, which in turn lends
heft to the person occupying
the chair.
While the department of
telecommunications takes
the final call on most Trai proposals, its recommendations
form the basis of the DoT’s
final policy framework.
The Trai chairman’s post is
also a bit of a crown of thorns
that demands having to deal
with an unending barrage of
litigations from the major telecom companies.
The tenure of a Trai chairman is three years though
incumbent R.S. Sharma
received a rare extension two
years back. His tenure comes
to an end at the end of September.
Deepak was a joint secretary in DoT when India conducted its first-ever spectrum
auction in 2010.
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I

had often wondered why Reliance Industries
Ltd (RIL) is converting its debt to equity. In a
column soon after the Facebook investment
in Jio Platforms, I had argued that is an antithesis to RIL’s DNA, which, from 1977, has followed
a path of growth predominantly through high
debt and financial engineering.
Now, with its cash cow of the oil business
threatened, its proposal to raise equity is an
indication of its lack of confidence in the existing businesses to consistently generate free
cash flows. Oil’s structural decline as a commodity, excess global capacity and lower demand for
oil-based products imply erosion of refining
margins from GRMs of $11 per barrel. Hence,
RIL’s thinking would seem reasonable.
But apart from the dilution impact on existing
shareholders, the cost of servicing equity is far
higher than debt. It would make more sense to
continue with its DNA of raising fresh debt in an
era of ample liquidity, near-negative interest
rates and high ratings for RIL paper—and much
cheaper to service, too. I have found promoterdriven companies very rarely change their DNA
during intergenerational transitions. So, is RIL
itself not sure of a definitive outcome of this
mega transformation it has unleashed, and thus
prefers partners in risk rather than risk-free
investors with much lower return expectations?
From a technology management perspective,
too, this would seem to be the only plausible
explanation. The larger picture of the formidable strategic investments made by the likes of
Facebook, Google and Qualcomm reflects the
fact that what Jio Platforms is attempting is simply more than audacious. It is planning to play
in all six technology stacks that encompass the
complete telecom consumer play: core technology layer through Qualcomm and the 5G
switch; the telco layer through Jio the service
provider; the handset and OS layer through
Google (Pixel equivalent and Android), Apple
(distribution); the consumer layer through
super apps riding on Facebook, Google; and
finally, the infrastructure layer through cloud
offerings of Microsoft’s Azure and Google’s
cloud.
No technology leader in any one of these layers worldwide has managed a successful migration to two or three other stacks till date. The

closest to owning more than one is Apple and
Amazon. Hence, if this works, it will create a
competitive moat that will be unsurpassable,
though questions will remain on the creation of
anticompetitive market structures.
Additionally, it has recently been announced
that Facebook has given up its plans for Libra, its
ambitious global cryptocurrency project. This
was a project by which Facebook would have
potentially created the basis for an alternative
non-dollar global financial system, leveraging
its captive 2.5 billion global user base. It is now,
therefore, logical for it to develop instead a classical digital payment network like PayPal.
India could well be the playground for it in
partnership with a telecom operator with both
political and financial muscle to navigate the
system and regulatory hurdles that ultimately
derailed Facebook’s ambitions. Incidentally,
India has no super app, too, primarily because
these were not operator-backed, but created by
small internet service providers. This time, it
will be different. Interestingly, a small footnote
reported in one of the pink papers suggest that
RIL is interested in obtaining a licence to operate a payments network in competition with the
National Payments Corp. of India (NPCI).
China’s pioneering effort to introduce a sovereign digital cryptocurrency pegged to the
yuan could well provide a blueprint. The two
largest platforms in
China, Alipay and
Jio is planning
WeChat Pay, with a
to enter all six
combined base of 2
tech stacks that billion users, have
encompass the helped create a massive digital currency
whole telecom
infrastructure, conconsumer play
sumer culture and
the technology backbone to enable the People’s Bank of China to
embark on its ambitious journey to launch the
world’s first sovereign digital currency.
It is this that I believe is the ultimate objective.
RIL would be eager to rival NPCI in building its
own proprietary payment systems. And, once it
reaches the stage to rival NPCI, India could well
be on its way to launching its own sovereign digital currency system.
Hence, these astronomical investments in
RIL. But there are high risks of failure. And, of
course, long payback periods for generating
old-fashioned operating cash flows. And, hence,
the equity raise instead of debt. For the ordinary
investor, treat this as a private equity (PE) play
in the publicly-traded markets, not the risk-free
investment it is being made out to be.
Prabal Basu Roy is a Sloan Fellow from the
London Business School, director and adviser to
chairmen of corporate boards, and has formerly
been a group CFO in various companies.
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INDIA
rinton Pharmaceuticals
has got the approval of
the Drugs Controller
Total cases
Deaths
General of India (DCGI)
for marketing favipiravir
803,286
436,015
under the brand name Faviton for
Recovered
Active cases
the management of mild to moderate covid-19 patients, the company
said on Thursday.
GLOBAL
The emerging favourable global
clinical evidence suggests that favipiravir is an effective treatment
Total cases
option in the management of mild
to moderate covid-19, said company officials. This medication is
Deaths
administered orally and thus is
more convenient than intrave8,708,362 5,932,349
nously administered medicines.
Recovered
Active cases
In India, favipiravir was first Health workers take a swab sample from a man during a medical screening
Source: Union health ministry, states
approved by the regulatory author- for covid-19 in Ahmedabad.
AFP
ities in June under emergency use
authorization to treat covid-19
For the second day in a row, by sending central teams of experts Industrial Research (CSIR)—Instipatients, the company said.
recoveries in a single day continued to areas that are witnessing an tute of Genomics and Integrative
Faviton will be available in to witness a significant rise, with increase in caseload and also by Biology (IGIB), is developing
200mg tablets and will also be 28,557 patients being cured in the handholding of covid hospitals in SwasthVayu, a Made in India nonexported globally, Brinton Phar- last 24 hours, the highest in a day. states through a teleconsultation invasive ventilator.
maceuticals said. The medicine will The total number of recoveries has programme led by the All India
Public health experts have called
be available in strips of 10 tablets jumped to 803,286, even as the Institute of Medical Sciences for increasing health infrastructure
and boxes of 50 tablets, which is a recovery rate has increased appre- (AIIMS), New Delhi.
and making medicines available.
rational pack for the treatment. It ciably to stand at 63.18%.
“The case fatality rate in India is
“Our health infrastructure needs
has a shelf life of 90 days.
to be revamped signifi“We always wanted to
cantly as the number of
RAY OF HOPE
launch an evidence-based
cases is rising,” said Arup
EVIDENCE suggests FAVITON will be
THE company said it
cure to combat covid-19. FAVIPIRAVIR is
Mitra, a health economist
orally and thus it is an effective
available in strips of
hopes to improve
Our strategic intent will be given
and professor of economy
is more convenient
treatment option in
10 tablets and boxes
access through its
to improve access through than medicines given management of mild of 50 tablets. It has a
at Institute of Economic
strong distribution
our strong distribution net- through veins
Growth, Delhi University.
to moderate covid
shelf life of 90 days
network
work, which will help make
“It will be beneficial to
Faviton available across all
help patients access the
covid treatment centres. The maxiThe high number of patients get- 2.41% and is steadily declining. This prescription for the medicine withmum retail price is ₹59 per tablet,” ting cured and discharged has con- has also helped in the reduction of out much problem so that they can
said Rahulkumar Darda, chairman tributed to the increasing gap the actual case load of covid-19 start taking the doses immediately.
and managing director, Brinton between recoveries and total active cases,” said the health ministry.
The other important thing that
Pharmaceuticals.
cases, which was pegged at 436,015
Meanwhile, the National Aero- needs to be practised by the people
The number of people succumb- on Thursday.
space Laboratories (NAL), Benga- are social distancing norms. There
ing to covid-19 hit the 30,000 mark
The Union government contin- luru, in scientific collaboration are serious violations in the day to
on Thursday as the total number of ued to coordinate its efforts with with Manipal Hospitals, Bengaluru, day life, which is why the number of
covid-19 cases reached 1,269,532.
those of states and Union territories and the Council of Scientific and cases is increasing rapidly,” he said.
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an interaction with the website, Your Story, on Thursday.
Covid-19 is an unprecedented crisis and it has come at
a time when the world was
already grappling with an economic slowdown and standoff
between countries like IndiaChina and China-US, Tata
said.
“With the virus, it has
become a situation where you
have nowhere to turn or go.
The whole planet is under
siege, it is everywhere, it does
not differentiate between ethnic groups, eating out, congregating, it consumes you. We
are in an arena we are not
familiar with,” said Tata.
However, this is also the
time to look for innovative and
creative solutions.
“Some of the most interesting or tremendous solutions

Ratan Tata, chairman of Tata
Trusts.
PRADEEP GAUR

have been found at moments
of distinct difficulties. We as
human beings start to look for
solutions; we tend to be more
innovative and creative to find
solutions at such times,” said
Tata.
He also touched upon the
migrant crisis which plagued
India’s labour force during
April and May, when the country was under a strict lockdown to curb the spread of the
pandemic.

The way migrant labourers
were left to fend for themselves with no work, food,
place to stay, speaks volumes
on the lack of business ethics,
he said.
“These are the people who
have served you all these years.
Is that your definition of ethics
if you treat your labour force
that way. Government and
ethical business have stepped
in to help them,” said Tata.
Considering his advanced
age, which puts him at a higher
risk of contracting the virus,
Tata has confined himself at
home.
Virtual meetings have been
able to help recreate some of
that experience of interacting
with people but “it’s still not
the same,” which is why interacting with people is “the one
thing that I would really look
forward to doing when things
open up,” Tata said.

50 vie for post of Trai chairman
FROM PAGE 1

ambassador and permanent
representative at the World
Trade Organization.
Deepak was India’s chief
negotiator at the world trade
body and for talks to join the
Regional Comprehensive
Economic Partnership, an
idea that India jettisoned last
year. His tenure as India’s
WTO envoy ended on 31 May.
“There are at least 12 Indian
Administrative Service (IAS)
officers in contention. There
are both current and former
secretaries to the government
of India, senior officials from
public sector undertakings as
well as experts from the private sector who have applied
for the post,” said one of two
people cited above.
The Appointments Committee of the Cabinet is the
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Trai chairman R.S. Sharma’s
tenure comes to an end at the
end of September.

final authority to select the
chairman of the Telecom
Regulatory Authority of India
(Trai).
The role of Trai chairman is
crucial, given the central role
of the telecom sector in the

economy, which in turn lends
heft to the person occupying
the chair.
While the department of
telecommunications takes
the final call on most Trai proposals, its recommendations
form the basis of the DoT’s
final policy framework.
The Trai chairman’s post is
also a bit of a crown of thorns
that demands having to deal
with an unending barrage of
litigations from the major telecom companies.
The tenure of a Trai chairman is three years though
incumbent R.S. Sharma
received a rare extension two
years back. His tenure comes
to an end at the end of September.
Deepak was a joint secretary in DoT when India conducted its first-ever spectrum
auction in 2010.
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I

had often wondered why Reliance Industries
Ltd (RIL) is converting its debt to equity. In a
column soon after the Facebook investment
in Jio Platforms, I had argued that is an antithesis to RIL’s DNA, which, from 1977, has followed
a path of growth predominantly through high
debt and financial engineering.
Now, with its cash cow of the oil business
threatened, its proposal to raise equity is an
indication of its lack of confidence in the existing businesses to consistently generate free
cash flows. Oil’s structural decline as a commodity, excess global capacity and lower demand for
oil-based products imply erosion of refining
margins from GRMs of $11 per barrel. Hence,
RIL’s thinking would seem reasonable.
But apart from the dilution impact on existing
shareholders, the cost of servicing equity is far
higher than debt. It would make more sense to
continue with its DNA of raising fresh debt in an
era of ample liquidity, near-negative interest
rates and high ratings for RIL paper—and much
cheaper to service, too. I have found promoterdriven companies very rarely change their DNA
during intergenerational transitions. So, is RIL
itself not sure of a definitive outcome of this
mega transformation it has unleashed, and thus
prefers partners in risk rather than risk-free
investors with much lower return expectations?
From a technology management perspective,
too, this would seem to be the only plausible
explanation. The larger picture of the formidable strategic investments made by the likes of
Facebook, Google and Qualcomm reflects the
fact that what Jio Platforms is attempting is simply more than audacious. It is planning to play
in all six technology stacks that encompass the
complete telecom consumer play: core technology layer through Qualcomm and the 5G
switch; the telco layer through Jio the service
provider; the handset and OS layer through
Google (Pixel equivalent and Android), Apple
(distribution); the consumer layer through
super apps riding on Facebook, Google; and
finally, the infrastructure layer through cloud
offerings of Microsoft’s Azure and Google’s
cloud.
No technology leader in any one of these layers worldwide has managed a successful migration to two or three other stacks till date. The

closest to owning more than one is Apple and
Amazon. Hence, if this works, it will create a
competitive moat that will be unsurpassable,
though questions will remain on the creation of
anticompetitive market structures.
Additionally, it has recently been announced
that Facebook has given up its plans for Libra, its
ambitious global cryptocurrency project. This
was a project by which Facebook would have
potentially created the basis for an alternative
non-dollar global financial system, leveraging
its captive 2.5 billion global user base. It is now,
therefore, logical for it to develop instead a classical digital payment network like PayPal.
India could well be the playground for it in
partnership with a telecom operator with both
political and financial muscle to navigate the
system and regulatory hurdles that ultimately
derailed Facebook’s ambitions. Incidentally,
India has no super app, too, primarily because
these were not operator-backed, but created by
small internet service providers. This time, it
will be different. Interestingly, a small footnote
reported in one of the pink papers suggest that
RIL is interested in obtaining a licence to operate a payments network in competition with the
National Payments Corp. of India (NPCI).
China’s pioneering effort to introduce a sovereign digital cryptocurrency pegged to the
yuan could well provide a blueprint. The two
largest platforms in
China, Alipay and
Jio is planning
WeChat Pay, with a
to enter all six
base of 2
tech stacks that combined
billion users, have
encompass the helped create a maswhole telecom
sive digital currency
infrastructure, conconsumer play
sumer culture and
the technology backbone to enable the People’s Bank of China to
embark on its ambitious journey to launch the
world’s first sovereign digital currency.
It is this that I believe is the ultimate objective.
RIL would be eager to rival NPCI in building its
own proprietary payment systems. And, once it
reaches the stage to rival NPCI, India could well
be on its way to launching its own sovereign digital currency system.
Hence, these astronomical investments in
RIL. But there are high risks of failure. And, of
course, long payback periods for generating
old-fashioned operating cash flows. And, hence,
the equity raise instead of debt. For the ordinary
investor, treat this as a private equity (PE) play
in the publicly-traded markets, not the risk-free
investment it is being made out to be.
Prabal Basu Roy is a Sloan Fellow from the
London Business School, director and adviser to
chairmen of corporate boards, and has formerly
been a group CFO in various companies.
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the management of mild to moderate covid-19 patients, the company
said on Thursday.
GLOBAL
The emerging favourable global
clinical evidence suggests that favipiravir is an effective treatment
Total cases
option in the management of mild
to moderate covid-19, said company officials. This medication is
Deaths
administered orally and thus is
more convenient than intrave8,708,362 5,932,349
nously administered medicines.
Recovered
Active cases
In India, favipiravir was first Health workers take a swab sample from a man during a medical screening
Source: Union health ministry, states
approved by the regulatory author- for covid-19 in Ahmedabad.
AFP
ities in June under emergency use
authorization to treat covid-19
For the second day in a row, by sending central teams of experts Industrial Research (CSIR)—Instipatients, the company said.
recoveries in a single day continued to areas that are witnessing an tute of Genomics and Integrative
Faviton will be available in to witness a significant rise, with increase in caseload and also by Biology (IGIB), is developing
200mg tablets and will also be 28,557 patients being cured in the handholding of covid hospitals in SwasthVayu, a Made in India nonexported globally, Brinton Phar- last 24 hours, the highest in a day. states through a teleconsultation invasive ventilator.
maceuticals said. The medicine will The total number of recoveries has programme led by the All India
Public health experts have called
be available in strips of 10 tablets jumped to 803,286, even as the Institute of Medical Sciences for increasing health infrastructure
and boxes of 50 tablets, which is a recovery rate has increased appre- (AIIMS), New Delhi.
and making medicines available.
rational pack for the treatment. It ciably to stand at 63.18%.
“The case fatality rate in India is
“Our health infrastructure needs
has a shelf life of 90 days.
to be revamped signifi“We always wanted to
cantly as the number of
RAY OF HOPE
launch an evidence-based
cases is rising,” said Arup
EVIDENCE suggests FAVITON will be
THE company said it
cure to combat covid-19. FAVIPIRAVIR is
Mitra, a health economist
orally and thus it is an effective
available in strips of
hopes to improve
Our strategic intent will be given
and professor of economy
is more convenient
treatment option in
10 tablets and boxes
access through its
to improve access through than medicines given management of mild of 50 tablets. It has a
at Institute of Economic
strong distribution
our strong distribution net- through veins
Growth, Delhi University.
to moderate covid
shelf life of 90 days
network
work, which will help make
“It will be beneficial to
Faviton available across all
help patients access the
covid treatment centres. The maxiThe high number of patients get- 2.41% and is steadily declining. This prescription for the medicine withmum retail price is ₹59 per tablet,” ting cured and discharged has con- has also helped in the reduction of out much problem so that they can
said Rahulkumar Darda, chairman tributed to the increasing gap the actual case load of covid-19 start taking the doses immediately.
and managing director, Brinton between recoveries and total active cases,” said the health ministry.
The other important thing that
Pharmaceuticals.
cases, which was pegged at 436,015
Meanwhile, the National Aero- needs to be practised by the people
The number of people succumb- on Thursday.
space Laboratories (NAL), Benga- are social distancing norms. There
ing to covid-19 hit the 30,000 mark
The Union government contin- luru, in scientific collaboration are serious violations in the day to
on Thursday as the total number of ued to coordinate its efforts with with Manipal Hospitals, Bengaluru, day life, which is why the number of
covid-19 cases reached 1,269,532.
those of states and Union territories and the Council of Scientific and cases is increasing rapidly,” he said.
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an interaction with the website, Your Story, on Thursday.
Covid-19 is an unprecedented crisis and it has come at
a time when the world was
already grappling with an economic slowdown and standoff
between countries like IndiaChina and China-US, Tata
said.
“With the virus, it has
become a situation where you
have nowhere to turn or go.
The whole planet is under
siege, it is everywhere, it does
not differentiate between ethnic groups, eating out, congregating, it consumes you. We
are in an arena we are not
familiar with,” said Tata.
However, this is also the
time to look for innovative and
creative solutions.
“Some of the most interesting or tremendous solutions

Ratan Tata, chairman of Tata
Trusts.
PRADEEP GAUR

have been found at moments
of distinct difficulties. We as
human beings start to look for
solutions; we tend to be more
innovative and creative to find
solutions at such times,” said
Tata.
He also touched upon the
migrant crisis which plagued
India’s labour force during
April and May, when the country was under a strict lockdown to curb the spread of the
pandemic.

The way migrant labourers
were left to fend for themselves with no work, food,
place to stay, speaks volumes
on the lack of business ethics,
he said.
“These are the people who
have served you all these years.
Is that your definition of ethics
if you treat your labour force
that way. Government and
ethical business have stepped
in to help them,” said Tata.
Considering his advanced
age, which puts him at a higher
risk of contracting the virus,
Tata has confined himself at
home.
Virtual meetings have been
able to help recreate some of
that experience of interacting
with people but “it’s still not
the same,” which is why interacting with people is “the one
thing that I would really look
forward to doing when things
open up,” Tata said.

50 vie for post of Trai chairman
FROM PAGE 1

ambassador and permanent
representative at the World
Trade Organization.
Deepak was India’s chief
negotiator at the world trade
body and for talks to join the
Regional Comprehensive
Economic Partnership, an
idea that India jettisoned last
year. His tenure as India’s
WTO envoy ended on 31 May.
“There are at least 12 Indian
Administrative Service (IAS)
officers in contention. There
are both current and former
secretaries to the government
of India, senior officials from
public sector undertakings as
well as experts from the private sector who have applied
for the post,” said one of two
people cited above.
The Appointments Committee of the Cabinet is the
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Trai chairman R.S. Sharma’s
tenture comes to an end at the
end of September.

final authority to select the
chairman of the Telecom
Regulatory Authority of India
(Trai).
The role of Trai chairman is
crucial, given the central role
of the telecom sector in the

economy, which in turn lends
heft to the person occupying
the chair.
While the department of
telecommunications takes
the final call on most Trai proposals, its recommendations
form the basis of the DoT’s
final policy framework.
The Trai chairman’s post is
also a bit of a crown of thorns
that demands having to deal
with an unending barrage of
litigations from the major telecom companies.
The tenure of a Trai chairman is three years though
incumbent R.S. Sharma
received a rare extension two
years back. His tenure comes
to an end at the end of September.
Deepak was a joint secretary in DoT when India conducted its first-ever spectrum
auction in 2010.
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I

had often wondered why Reliance Industries
Ltd (RIL) is converting its debt to equity. In a
column soon after the Facebook investment
in Jio Platforms, I had argued that is an antithesis to RIL’s DNA, which, from 1977, has followed
a path of growth predominantly through high
debt and financial engineering.
Now, with its cash cow of the oil business
threatened, its proposal to raise equity is an
indication of its lack of confidence in the existing businesses to consistently generate free
cash flows. Oil’s structural decline as a commodity, excess global capacity and lower demand for
oil-based products imply erosion of refining
margins from GRMs of $11 per barrel. Hence,
RIL’s thinking would seem reasonable.
But apart from the dilution impact on existing
shareholders, the cost of servicing equity is far
higher than debt. It would make more sense to
continue with its DNA of raising fresh debt in an
era of ample liquidity, near-negative interest
rates and high ratings for RIL paper—and much
cheaper to service, too. I have found promoterdriven companies very rarely change their DNA
during intergenerational transitions. So, is RIL
itself not sure of a definitive outcome of this
mega transformation it has unleashed, and thus
prefers partners in risk rather than risk-free
investors with much lower return expectations?
From a technology management perspective,
too, this would seem to be the only plausible
explanation. The larger picture of the formidable strategic investments made by the likes of
Facebook, Google and Qualcomm reflects the
fact that what Jio Platforms is attempting is simply more than audacious. It is planning to play
in all six technology stacks that encompass the
complete telecom consumer play: core technology layer through Qualcomm and the 5G
switch; the telco layer through Jio the service
provider; the handset and OS layer through
Google (Pixel equivalent and Android), Apple
(distribution); the consumer layer through
super apps riding on Facebook, Google; and
finally, the infrastructure layer through cloud
offerings of Microsoft’s Azure and Google’s
cloud.
No technology leader in any one of these layers worldwide has managed a successful migration to two or three other stacks till date. The

closest to owning more than one is Apple and
Amazon. Hence, if this works, it will create a
competitive moat that will be unsurpassable,
though questions will remain on the creation of
anticompetitive market structures.
Additionally, it has recently been announced
that Facebook has given up its plans for Libra, its
ambitious global cryptocurrency project. This
was a project by which Facebook would have
potentially created the basis for an alternative
non-dollar global financial system, leveraging
its captive 2.5 billion global user base. It is now,
therefore, logical for it to develop instead a classical digital payment network like PayPal.
India could well be the playground for it in
partnership with a telecom operator with both
political and financial muscle to navigate the
system and regulatory hurdles that ultimately
derailed Facebook’s ambitions. Incidentally,
India has no super app, too, primarily because
these were not operator-backed, but created by
small internet service providers. This time, it
will be different. Interestingly, a small footnote
reported in one of the pink papers suggest that
RIL is interested in obtaining a licence to operate a payments network in competition with the
National Payments Corp. of India (NPCI).
China’s pioneering effort to introduce a sovereign digital cryptocurrency pegged to the
yuan could well provide a blueprint. The two
largest platforms in
China, Alipay and
Jio is planning
WeChat Pay, with a
to enter all six
base of 2
tech stacks that combined
billion users, have
encompass the helped create a maswhole telecom
sive digital currency
infrastructure, conconsumer play
sumer culture and
the technology backbone to enable the People’s Bank of China to
embark on its ambitious journey to launch the
world’s first sovereign digital currency.
It is this that I believe is the ultimate objective.
RIL would be eager to rival NPCI in building its
own proprietary payment systems. And, once it
reaches the stage to rival NPCI, India could well
be on its way to launching its own sovereign digital currency system.
Hence, these astronomical investments in
RIL. But there are high risks of failure. And, of
course, long payback periods for generating
old-fashioned operating cash flows. And, hence,
the equity raise instead of debt. For the ordinary
investor, treat this as a private equity (PE) play
in the publicly-traded markets, not the risk-free
investment it is being made out to be.
Prabal Basu Roy is a Sloan Fellow from the
London Business School, director and adviser to
chairmen of corporate boards, and has formerly
been a group CFO in various companies.

